Abstract

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a diagnostic procedure that uses a combination of large magnet, radio frequencies and computer to produce detailed image of organs and structures within the body. The MRI scanner has a large magnet with a massively strong magnetic attraction, which is responsible for scanning. The magnet in the MRI scanner creates much larger electric current, creating intense magnetic fields which cause high heat in the scanner and this can bring in undesirable effects. This paper investigates the problem of heat in MRI scanner which may lead to inaccuracy to results and hazards to patients. To ensure this issue, various existing methods were employed but this work will act as an effective and flexible remedy. This system is instigated in MATLAB/Simulink platform. A cooling system for MRI scanner based on LASER Technology is presented. Laser Cooling System (LCS) is a resonant technology used for cooling an object to an absolutely quite low temperature by around 40 K. The presented cooling system for MRI scanner using laser provides optimal cooling, the system has less cost and the complexity associated with handling is also less.
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